
This is the way we make distribution to all peoples need:  
Clothes in the right size, blankets, shoes, underwear. Our team first goes to every 
tent with a list and peoples can fill it, then we send the list to Hope project and they 
pack for everyone what is demanded. Every day then truck from Stand by me Lesvos 
picks up the bags for about 80 people from the warehouse and brings to our 
recycling points. The peoples have a ticket with the day of receiving and come to 
recycling point to pick special their bag. If anything was packed in a wrong way they 
can come the next day with reclamation.  
In this way peoples get what they need and we all get overview of demands. If Hope 
Project does not have the items in their warehouse they try to get from others or buy. 
Especially shoes are too much needed.  
We almost finished Blue zone, the place where most of African community live in the 
last weeks and soon turn to next zone. And really this system works very well and 
peoples appreciate it.  
We have special MCAT team of for women and one man who are managing all this in 
camp and they do a very good work.  
What is important to us, this not only really help the refugees is all managed by 
ourselves. The NGOs only assist but we manage all steps as a refugee self- 
organization and show every day we are not beggars, but we are able to manage 
ourselves in this camp if we get the right assistance. And what we like is this is an 
equal co-operation with two organisations from outside the camp, our voices count 
the same.  
Also what we find important, no one has to look very thankful and smile just because 
of receiving some very necessary goods for live. Refugees in Europe have a right 
for shelter and food and medical supply. They are not beggars. This what 
Geneva Convention says. So we try to follow this idea. 


